This is the third of a sequence of articles devoted to the presentation of a direct method of analysis recently developed by one of the authors. The approach is quite general, since it is applicable to any linear operator, symmetric or nonsymmetric, regardless of its type. In particular, the theory includes steady-state and time-dependent problems. In this article the method is applied to ordinary differential equations, which constitute a very convenient illustration of its application because the analysis can be carried out in an exhaustive manner. General algorithms which yield the exact values of the solution or its derivatives are obtained in this manner.
I. INTRODUCTION
This is the third of a sequence of articles devoted to the presentation of a direct method of analysis recently developed by one of the authors. The approach is quite general, since it is applicable to any linear operator, symmetric or nonsymmetric, regardless of its type. In particular, the theory includes steady-state and time-dependent problems.
In this article the method is applied to ordinary differential equations, which constitute a very convenient illustration of its application, because the analysis can be carried out in an exhaustive manner. As shown in the previous two parts of this series [1,2, see also 3], there are two variational principles associated with every boundary value problem: the first one in terms of the "prescribed data" and the second one in terms of the "sought information." After applying the method of weighted residuals, this latter variational principle is used to analyze the information contained in any approximate solution. The information supplied by an approximate solution includes three parts: the weighted averages in the interior of the elements of the partition (Figure I ), the complementary boundary values (i.e., that part of the boundary values which is not prescribed), and the values of the solution and its derivatives on the nodes associated with the partition. By suitably choosing the test functions., that information can be focused on any chosen part. In particular, to illustrate the procedure, in this article the information is concentrated on the nodes. The algorithms so obtained are finite differences. Many alternatives are possible: one can choose to solve for the function and its derivatives, or for the function alone, or for the derivatives alone, or some of this information can be obtained at some nodes and different information at others. Regarding finite differences, although it is well known that some specific algorithms, such as central differences [4, 5] , can be derived by applying the finite-element formulation, the general theory is based on Taylor-series developments [6] .
It must be stressed that the finite-difference schemes here presented yield exact values of the quantities involved. We also point out the complete generality of the results, since they are applicable to equations of any order, arbitrary boundary conditions, and discontinuous coefficients.
In Section II we recall the notation used and some previous results to be applied in this article. In Sections III and IV, the theory is applied to ordinary differential equations of any order and with discontinuous coefficients. The results are specialized to second-order differential equations in Sections V and VI. In particular, four algorithms are derived which yield the exact values of the sought information; for each one of these algorithms this may be either the value of the solution or its derivative at the internal nodes, or both; in addition, the algorithms may yield the complementary boundary values at anyone of the two external nodes, at will.
Section VII presents the case in which the coefficients are constant. A summary of the results is given by means of tables. In Section VIII the case in which the coefficients are piecewise constant is discussed.
II. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS AND NOTATIONS
The method is based on two variational principles applicable to any linear boundary value problem. The fIrst one is in terms of the "prescribed data" 1) while the second one is in terms of the "sought information"
where! E D*, g E D*, andj E D*, are the prescribed values of the operator Pu, the boundary operator Bu, and the jump operator Ju. If {} (Figure 1 ) is the region of definition of the problem, one usually defines-but this is not essential-the operators P and Q* by (pu,v)=Lvf£udX and (Q*u,v)=!ouf£*VdX, (2.3)
where f£ is a differential operator defined in n and .ce* is its formal adjoint. Then, knowing Q *u is tantamount to knowing the function u in the interior of n. The "complementary boundary values" C*u are illustrated by means of examples; thus, for a Dirichlet problem of the Laplace equation in which u is prescribed on the boundary on, the complementary boundary values are the normal derivatives au/on there. For problems of elasticity, the prescribed and complementary boundary values may be the displacements and the tractions, respectively. The average values of the exact solution across the surface r ( Figure I ), where r is the surface on which discontinuities of the functions may occur, constitute the third component of the sought information and are characterized by K*u.
The equivalence between the variational principles (2.1) and (2.2) is granted when
is a Green's formula, in the sense of the theory. The systematic construction of such formulas in a manner which is applicable to fully discontinuous functions has been the subject of the first two parts of this series [I, 2] . In particular, explicit formulas for the operators J and K* were developed in Part I (Section V), for the case in which n is divided into two subregions. The extension of those results to the case in which n is subdivided into an arbitrary number of subregions was presented in Part 2. Then P -Q* = B -C*. It will be assumed further that
is a Green's formula in the sense of the theory. It must be observed that the methodology here presented includes boundary value as well as initial value problems; indeed, it is applicable to any linear problem regardless of its possible formal symmetry. Whether the Green's formula corresponds to a boundary value or to an initial value problem depends on the choice of the operators B and C *. However, we defer the illustration of this point to Section V, where a thorough discussion is presented for the secondorder case.
Introduce a partition offi intoEsubintervals fia = (Xa-l,xa),a = 1,...,E. Here, Xo = 0, while XE = 1. Observe that the interior boundary r consists of a finite number of points; these are the interior nodes. According to Subsection Here the dot must be read as the average (one-half of limit from the right plus limit from left), while the bracket must be read as the jump (limit from the right minus limit from the left); also, the subscript a refers to the fact that they are to be evaluated at the node Xa. Then the operators Ja and K: associated with the regular pair {S~,S~} of smoothness relations by means of equations (3.11) are
given by . and we have written Ua:t = u(xa:t) and similarly for q. It is easy to include discontinuous coefficients in the discussion. In what follows it will be assumed that the coefficients {a\, ...,aM} are C~ (of course, this condition can be relaxed) in each one of the subintervals Oa (a = 1,... ,E), but they may have arbitrary jump discontinuities at each one of the interior nodes {Xl.. ..,XE-J. In order to construct the Green's formulas for the case in which the operators P and Q are defined in discontinuous functions (i.e.. when D = D. ffi ...ffi DE), it is convenient to consider each Ra separately. We define two smoothness conditions for each one of the interior nodes; they can be chosen in many alternative ways whose selection depends on the specific application. Applying Eqs. (5.13) of Part 1 yields
However, the meaning of the bracket and the dot depends on the smoothness conditions chosen. Here, to illustrate the procedure, we present two smoothness conditions which are suitable for applications in which the sought solution to the boundary value problem is continuous, together with its derivatives up to order M -I. 
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In addition, let
(3.14)
,,=1 j=O ,,=1 j=O
With these definitions the equation P -B -J = Q * -C * -K * is satisfied and it is the desired Green's formula when the operators P and Q are defined in the space D = Dl ffi ...ffi DE, whose elements are functions with arbitrary jump discontinuities at the interior nodes. Observe that the representation in terms ofJ" and K: fori and K*, respectively, supplied in Eqs. (3.14) decompose these operators in terms of the contributions of each one of the interior nodes. On the other hand, P and (K1* decompose the jumps and the averages in their components corresponding to the derivatives of order j.
IV. DiffERENTIAL EQUATIONS Of ARBITRARY ORDER
Consider the boundary value problem (initial value problems are included as a special case) which consists of finding u E D such that
and satisfying suitable boundary conditions. Here In is a prescribed function in the range of!£. For definiteness, it is assumed that the sought solution is continuous, together with its derivatives up to order M -I, although the formulation presented in Section V of Part 2 can be used to treat the case in which nonzero jumps are prescribed for the function and its derivatives. Indeed, for that case the procedures here explained yield the exact values of the averages at the nodes, which can be combined with the prescribed jumps to obtain the exact values at both sides of each one of the interior nodes.
By a suitable choice of the operators B: D --+ D* and C*: D --+ D*, and of the functional g E D*, the variational formulations (2.1) and (2.2) are applicable, with <I, v) = t vfndx. Applying the method of weighted residuals, using the variational formulation (2.2) in terms of the sought information, we obtain the equations satisfied by an approximate solution u' E D:
where {lpl, ..., IpN} is the system of weighting functions. Clearly (Q*u', Ipa) contains the information about the function in the interior of the subintervals (Xa-I,Xa), (C*u',lpa) the information about the complementary boundary values, and (K*u',lpa) the information about the generalized averages at the interior nodes {XI,. ..,XE-J. It must be observed that the generalized averages (K*u, Ipa) of the exact solution coincide with the values at the nodes when the sought solution is smooth. Recalling Eqs. (3.12)-(3.14), we see that the information about the derivative of order j at node xa is given by (K~)*u. Thus, by suitably choosing the weighting functions {lpl, ..., IpN}, one can focus the sought information conveniently. The choice of the operators Band C* depends on the boundary conditions to be satisfied. For the initial value problem, it is convenient to take
where the subscript zero indicates that the function in parentheses must be evaluated at x = O. C?rrespondingly,
For the boundary value problem, it is convenient to decompose the operator B, and also the operator C*, into two parts; each one associated with one of the boundary nodes. Thus we write In what follows attention is restricted to the boundary value problem defined by ~s. Equation (5.15) is the only constraint imposed on the weighting functions; thus they are fully discontinuous. At every subinterval Oa = (Xa-I,Xa) there are two linearly independent solutions (rp~ and rp~) which are taken to be identically zero outside Oa. The system {rp1,... ,rp~}, {3 = 1,2, so defined possesses 2£ linearly independent functions and can be shown to be T -complete. The system (5.14) is 
N
The information on the complementary boundary values and on the nodal values of the derivative is contained in C*u' and (K1)*u', respectively. On the other hand, the information on the nodal values of the solution itself is contained in (Ko)*u'. Thus, in order to obtain a system of equations involving the latter only, we simply require that the test functions satisfy C!pa = 0 and K1!pa = 0, in addition to (5.15). Such a system of weighting functions {!pI,... ,!p1, with N = E -1, can be constructed as follows (Figure 3 ). For each a = 1,..., E -1, the function !pa vanishes identically outside the interval (Xa-l, Xa+ I) and hence also at Xa-1 and Xa+ I, by the continuity requirements. Continuity also implies that !pa(xa-) = !pa(xa + ). The boundary conditions C!pa = 0 reduce to When applying Eqs. It shall be assumed that in this manner it is possible to construct a system {Ip I, ..., IpE-I} of E -I linearly independent functions which is Tcomplete. The exceptional cases for which this construction fails shall not be discussed here. It must be noted that when the weighing functions {IPI, ..., IPN} are nonnalized, in the sense that ~llPa dx = 1, fa can be interpreted as an averaged value offn around the node Xa. However, one can apply system (6.11) without carrying out such nonnalization. It must be mentioned that operator ;£u = d2ufdx2 is exceptional for this algorithm. . . The first two approaches of Section VI will be applied to each one of these three cases. The smoothness condition will require continuity of the function and its derivative at interior nodes. Observe that Sl == S' in this case because the coefficients are continuous in (0, I). The characteristic roots of (5.15) are a :t 11 and a, respectively, for each of the three cases. The results are summarized in Tables I and  II . We have written ha == Xa -Xa-1 and have identified ha:!: with ha:!:,.
VIII. PIECEWISE CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS
For the case in which the coefficients a and b in (5.2) are nonconstant, it is natural to approximate them by piecewise constant functions. Thus, let us consider the boundary value problem defined by Eqs. Fora=2,...,E-2 " -{ e"(Z-Z") sinh I1h,,+, sinh l1(x -XCI-I), X,,-l < x < x" tp (x) --e"(Z-Za) sinh I1h" sinh l1(x -x,,+,), Xa < X < X,,+I {ea(Z-ZIJ sinh I1h2«ae~ -e~) sinh I1x + l1e~ cosh I1x), 0 < x < XI tp'(x) = -e°(z-zl)«ae~ -e~) sinh I1hJ + l1e~ cosh I1h,) sinh l1(x -xJ, XI < X < X2 { ea<Z-ZE_I)«ae1-e:) sinh I1hE -l1e1 cosh I1hE) sinh l1(x -XE-J, XE-2 < x < XE-J £-J -Ip (x) --eO(Z-ZE-l) sinh I1hE_,«ae1 -e:) sinh l1(x -XE) + l1e1 cosh l1(x -XE)), XE-I < x < 1 Fora = 2,... ,E -2 2e-Oha sinh I1ha+1 Except for the fact that the continuity requirements to be satisfied by the weighting functions IpQ are with respect to (8.2b), their construction is essentially the same as in the preceding section. This work was supported by a grant from CONACYT (Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologfa) , Mexico.
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